ABSTRACT Difference in features of voice such as tone, volume, intonation, and rate of speech have been suggested as sensitive and valid measures of mental illness. Researchers have used analysis of voice recordings during phone calls, response to the IVR systems and smartphone based conversational agents as a marker in continuous monitoring of symptoms and effect of treatment in patients with mental illness. While these methods of recording the patient's voice have been considered efficient, they come with a number of issues in terms of adoption, privacy, security, data storage etc. To address these issues we propose a smart speaker based conversational agent -"Hear me out". In this paper, we describe the proposed system, rationale behind using smart speakers, and the challenges we are facing in the design of the system.
INTRODUCTION
Effective monitoring of symptoms can help mentally ill patients recognize so-called 'early warning signs' resulting in timely clinical interventions [1] . The most common methods of monitoring and assessing mental illness are based on clinical evaluation including interviews, questionnaires (e.g., the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD) [7] and the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) [22] ) and self-reports reflecting the patient's mental state (e.g., mood, stress or other symptoms). Studies have shown that these methods are subject to individual observer bias, lack of ecological validity due to recall bias, and incomplete assessment of behavior [2, 8] .
To address these issues, researchers have leveraged the advancement in smartphone technology enabling them to collect Ecological Momentary Assessments (EMA) from the patients in real-time, in real-world settings, over time and across contexts [18] . Smartphone based self monitoring systems like MONARCA [1] , PSYCHE [21] , MORIBUS [17] and other similar systems allow continuous collection of automatically generated objective data on behavioral activities (e.g., mobility, log of text messages and phone calls per day) as well as self-reported subjective data (e.g., mood, sleep length, activity level, stress, and medicine compliance). Given the fact that there is a lack of biomarkers for mental illness [9] , analysis of these data seems to be a highly promising approach to help mentally ill patients manage and cope with their diseases [1] .
A recent review of the literature suggests that self-reports in these types of systems are often collected from the patients in graphical and textual forms [5] which do not capture emotional nuances such as tone, volume, intonation, and rate of speech present in the human voice. These features of voice reflect the patient's emotional state which is a significant indicator of mental health conditions [15, 19] . Further, variations of speech have been suggested as one of the sensitive and valid measures of mental illness such as bipolar disorder and depression [13] .
Recently, researchers have analyzed voice features as an objective state marker of the patient's mental health by sampling from the patient's phone calls (e.g. [6] ), interactive voice responses (IVRs) (e.g. [13] ), and smartphone based conversational agents (e.g. [12] ). While these methods of collecting voice samples have been considered efficient, there exists a number of issues in terms of adherence, privacy, data storage and security [6, 20] . For example, Faurholt-Jepsen et al. [6] reported that the participants did not carry their smartphones with them at all times, calling from other devices and thereby not providing voice features during all their phone calls. It can be speculated that this method is not fully acceptable to the participants, perhaps due to the intrusiveness and privacy concerns. Further, the large number of voice features collected in the study proved to be a challenge in terms of computational costs and storage space. Likewise, Torous et al. called for a need to design and employ these technologies focusing on the user's perspective to increase adherence and acceptance [20] .
With an aim to address these issues, we propose a smart speaker based conversational agent -"Hear me out" -that will collect voice features of the patient's self-reports on sleep, mood and activity level in the home settings. We hypothesize that actively asking patients to self-report at his/her comfort while at home is less intrusive than other methods. Therefore, the proposed system is designed to record voice features exclusively when the patient self-reports, which will increase adherence and help reduce the burden of data storage and computational cost.
In this paper, we describe (1) the proposed system, (2) rationale behind using smart speakers, and (3) the challenges we are facing in the design process. During the workshop, we would like to get valuable feedback on the design of the system and suggestions to overcome our technical and methodological challenges.
"HEAR ME OUT"
We took a scenario based approach [4] to design the proposed system that records self-reported data on sleep, mood and activity level from the patients. We interviewed two psychiatrists, and conducted a focus group which included general practitioners, psychologists, and an anthropologist. Based on the interviews and the focus group, we developed a patient persona (John Doe, a 40 years old patient recently diagnosed with bipolar disorder, unemployed, lives by himself, spends most of his time at home and does not have many friends to talk to) and scenarios 1, 2 and 3.
In scenario 1, Alexa will ask the patient about the length and quality of the sleep in the morning when he wakes up to the alarm; in scenario 2, it will ask him about the mood and the level of activity in the evening when he asks Alexa to turn off the light to go to bed; and in scenario 3, he will be prompted about the missed notification(s) asking him to record the subjective data retrospectively (will be allowed up to 2 days). The system will consist of a smart speaker, Alexa 1 installed with a custom skill 2 and an Android smartphone with a voice recording app. In this set up, smartphone will record the conversation between the patient and Alexa. In order to capture a wider spectrum of the voice features, the system will allow the patient to self-report the subjective data in unconstrained natural language. The conversation can be initiated either by the patient or Alexa. In Figure 1 , (A) represents the conversation initiated by Alexa as shown in scenario 1, (B) represents the conversation initiated by the patient as shown in scenario 2, and scenario 3, and (C) represents the recording of the conversations on the smartphone. 
NOW WE ARE TALKING
The ability of psychologists and clinicians to directly observe and intervene mentally ill patients in their homes has been limited by methodological and logistical barriers [14] . Smart speakers may, however, offer an opportunity for observing and intervening in homes, where they are most used [11] , thereby providing new insights into patients' mental health and opportunities for home-based care.
Furthermore, the rapid growth in adoption of smart speakers due to high user acceptance and purchase rate has made these devices a dominant tool in everyday life [10] such as for reminders and scheduling, playing music, phone calls, and online shopping [11] . A recent survey reflects a 40% rise in smart speaker ownership over the previous year and reports 133 million smart speakers in use as of 2019 [10] . It is projected to top 175 million by 2020 in the U.S alone [16] . This trend suggests that these devices will soon become ubiquitous, as have smartphones and smartwatches which have fostered research and interventions in mental health [1, 17, 21] .
Another reason for using smart speakers is that they are usually connected to a continuous power supply, which reduces the risk of failing to collect data due to battery-life limitations of the smartphone-based solutions applied currently. Also, this takes the burden off the patient's shoulder of frequently charging the battery drained by continuous sensing and recording of the data from his/her smartphone.
ENOUGH TALKING
Our formative assessment of the proposed system with clinicians (N=5), including psychologists, general practitioners and an anthropologist, indicated that the proposed system has potential in extending the current personal monitoring systems. However, we have identified a set of technical and methodological challenges that we would like to discuss in this workshop.
Alexa records all the conversations when the recording is not turned off. These recordings can be accessed to be listened to and deleted. However, the recordings cannot be downloaded, which prevents any custom / offline analysis of the recordings both in terms of voice feature analysis, speech recognition, and content-based analysis. We did not find any other smart speaker that allows downloading of the voice recordings. We would like to know if there are any other smart speakers with similar features like Alexa that additionally allows downloading of the voice recordings. Our system design couples Alexa with an Android smartphone to overcome the limitation of downloading the voice samples. In an attempt to couple Alexa with the smartphone, we leveraged Alexa's built-in "routines" feature. As shown in Figure 2 Alexa or (B) the patient to trigger (D) the custom skill in Alexa, and to start (E) voice recording on the smartphone. This method to couple Alexa with the smartphone was not successful due to the technical limitation that did not allow the "routines" and the IFTTT applet to trigger the custom skill in Alexa. Therefore, in this workshop, we would like to discuss the possible methods to integrate Alexa and the smartphone which will address the above issues. Furthermore, the aforementioned scenarios are set in the patient's bedroom. Given the skepticism on privacy and the admittance by Amazon that they review the voice recording clips in an effort to improve user experience [3] , bedroom may not be the most suitable room to place the proposed system. We would like to take this workshop as an opportunity to discuss other possible scenarios to collect self-reports using smart speakers.
Finally, we would like to discuss the privacy implication of the proposed system, and more broadly its applicability especially within mental health. During our design process, the design seemed to fit patients with affective disorders (unipolar and bipolar depression), but it was also discussed that this solution would not fit all types of mentally ill patients. For example, a patient suffering from schizophrenia might not be comfortable with a voice interface.
WHAT NEXT?
While conversational agents in smartphones have been considered efficient, smart speakers provide a unique user experience due to its static nature in the home environment. Therefore, it is worth exploring how it can be used along with current personal monitoring systems. With the knowledge we get from the workshop, we hope that we will be able to overcome the challenges we are facing to design the proposed system. We aim to implement a prototype of the system and investigate its feasibility in monitoring and diagnosis of mental health diseases by running a deployment study. We hope that the proposed system will call attention to smart speaker technology and provide an understanding of its usage in mental health.
